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Evil can be seductive...Kyle--a closeted, teen superhero who can control fire--has finally summoned

up the courage to enter a local gay bar. It's his very first step towards accepting himself.

Unfortunately for him, his very next step out of the bar places him face-to-face with The Annihilator,

"the most dangerous supervillain in the world." And the price that The Annihilator demands to keep

Kyle's secret will lead Kyle down a path fraught with danger, adventure and unexpected romance.

It's a path that will force Kyle to question what it really means to be a hero and will ultimately thrust

him and his young teammates into an epic conflict against vastly superior foes.The Young

Protectors: Engaging the Enemy is a multi-chapter superhero comic with explosive action, sly

comedy, tender romance and powerful drama that both women and men will enjoy.This Kindle

edition uses Kindle's advanced Panel View technology. Double-tap on the first panel [or any panel]

and then tap on the right side of the screen to flow through the panels and pages. Try it! It's cool!
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Just a note to say this is a personal and UNPAID review. To be honest, I've been a long-time rabid



fan of THE YOUNG PROTECTORS online (and indeed of Alex Woolfson's other works). Let's be

honest, the man's work ethic, pride in the art, great treatment of his fans and imagination, is the best

of the best. I read a LOT and so I know when I find something special... and it is rare. This is a writer

and director (or his art) who writes the entire story... beginning, middle and end before he starts with

the visual art. None of this cliff-hangery Book#1 business... where you feel the manipulation to take

a solid trilogy and turn it into a lost and rambly seventeen book series for profit.The bottom line is

that he and his artists have NEVER disappointed me. In fact I am one of many readers checking the

web twice a week to see TYP's pages update. It's always a lift and gift in my week. Other's will give

you plot and story, but I can say this is, without a doubt, a story about young people of every

personality type, culture, color, gender and preference, working together to save the world in the

VERY freshest super heroic fashion. They're young, but never clichÃ©d and never stereotypical.

Rarely can readers predict the twists and turns -- and that is a wonderful and unusual thrill for this

voracious reader. The villains are complex, amoral, dedicated to a purpose and deliciously sexy in

an entirely appropriate yet fresh way.The hard copy of this first volume of the graphic novel is

stunningly produced. Yes your home library WANTS it (so are the twice weekly web-pages and so is

the PDF). The artists Alex uses are the very best in the comic and graphic novel business. YES, he

pays for ultra-talented artists who's work has gotten better on every page for years now.
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